Sarefire Sinks

Delta Sinks

Scheffley Sinks

Underhill Basins

With a gently curved body and flowing foot transition, Sarefire
sinks have an earthy quality that reflects their stoneware roots.
The simple beauty of Sarefire sinks is sure to make an artistic
impression in your home, looking beautiful in a variety of settings.

With a deeply curved body and a bold foot
transition, our Delta sink is the perfect choice
for those who will not sacrifice function for
style.

Old World Craftsman Style is the best way to describe the character of
these handsome sinks. Underhill sinks feature fairly upright walls and a
prominent foot.

Like all Ed Racicot’s Art Sinks, Sarefire sinks are made of high fire
stoneware; a very dense and strong clay. Using a high fire clay
means these sinks are easy to live with. They are very easy to
clean and care for. Just treat the sink like any sink you may have
had in the past. They are very durable and made to last more than
a lifetime.

Like many of our sink styles, Delta sinks can be
made in a variety of sizes: anywhere from 8 to
17 inches in diameter to 4 to 8 inches in height.
Visit our website to see exact dimensions
available for each sink style and how to create
your own custom sink.

The Scheffley series features a curvaceous body
and a distinctly, flared foot transition. Transitional in
style, the Scheffley styled sinks fits very well in a
variety of settings. Made in a multitude of sizes, from
tall and narrow to short and wide.
Visit our website at: www.vtartsinks.com to see all of
our sink styles, color choices and our ever growing
line of accessories.

Made with or without a formal mounting rim, Underhill sinks can be
made to be drop-in (self-rimming sinks). In addition, these basins can
be vessel mounted or partially countersunk. When ordered accordingly,
Underhill sinks can be made to be an under-mount sink as well (like the
photo on the right).
With its many mounting possibilities, Underhill sinks are the perfect choice
for wet bars as well as in many corner applications.

With more than 40 colors to
choose from, we have glazes
that will fit most any décor.

Florence Sinks

Accessories

Graceful lines characterize the Florence sinks. The Florence sinks series are
reminiscent of a bowl from days past, featuring a gently curved body and a softly
flared foot. Like many of our sinks, Florence styled vessels can be made to be
very small sinks up to very large sinks, from 8” to 17” inches in diameter. These
unique sinks look best when used as a vessel mount or partially countersunk.

Like all our sinks, our accessories are easy to live with. No special
products are needed to clean or maintain their luster. To ensure
long life, lotion pump heads are stainless steel.

E.C. Racicot - Art Sinks
10 Tingle Alley
Asheville, NC 28801

Each of Ed Racicot’s Art Sinks is handmade in the USA. Each is warranted to fit standard
US drain plumbing for vessel sinks. The sinks carry a full three year warrantee against
breakage due to Thermal Shock. Glazes have been tested for both their durability and
ease to clean and are warranted to remain on the sink. Each sink comes with detailed
care and installation instructions. They are made to give more than a lifetime of service,
with a minimum of care.

All our sinks and accessories are handcrafted through a process
developed by Artist and founder, Ed Racicot.
Each sink begins with a blend of our own stoneware clays, chosen
for their exceptional strength and durability. We then mix in 33% recycled clay into our clay body, achieving a throwing clay that is very dense, having excellent thermal shock properties. This proprietary clay
recipe makes a stoneware clay that is not only eco-friendly, but very well suited to making bathroom sinks.
All our sinks and accessories are hand-thrown on the potter’s wheel, trimmed and hand glazed. Once dry,
the sinks go into the kiln where they fire to over 2150 degrees, over a period of 18 hours or more. A slow
firing time enhances the colors on the sinks as well as it adds to their durability and thermal shock properties,
ensuring that your Ed Racicot Art Sink gives you years of functional beauty.

Handthrown stoneware sinks

828.225.5565 www.vtartsinks.com

